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This convention continued on with the second generation version, which was also badged Kia
Shuma and Kia Spectra. The first-generation Kia Sephia is the first car that was actually
designed by Kia with their own chassis. The car was presented in September to replace the
aging Capital , which was rapidly losing market share. The Sephia proved quite successful,
selling over , in its first full year in the home market In the United States, sales began in late for
the model year. This was the first Kia to be exported to the US. Kia licensed the engine design
from Mazda, but manufactured it themselves. It was launched in Europe in the spring of as the
Kia Sephia in some markets and in others, including the United Kingdom, as the Kia Mentor. It
was similar in size to best-selling European small family cars like the Ford Escort , but was
priced similarly to smaller cars like the Ford Fiesta. In Brazil, the car went on the market in
March It was only offered with the 1. Kia presented a conceptual convertible version of the first
generation Sephia, which was named "Kia Sephia Cabrio" at some auto shows. The
Sephia-derived Timor S5 series was meant to become the national car of Indonesia , and was
sold there in the mids. Timor also had plans in place for an "SWi" station wagon and a "SLi"
limousine. Between June and July , 39, cars were imported. Escaping import tax, luxury tax, and
an import surcharge meant that the Timor was sold at half the price of a comparable Toyota
Corolla. In , the Sephia was completely redesigned as a four-door sedan and five-door liftback,
this time in-house by Kia itself with help from Mazda. Kia used a DOHC 1. In South Korea, the
Sephia label was retired in and replaced by the Spectra. The Sephia production totals were , The
North American market received the Sephia sedan for the model year. For the model year, the
liftback variant was launched, sold under the name " Kia Spectra ". The Sephia sedan and
Spectra liftback continued to be sold alongside one another until the model year updates were
introduced. As part of this update, both body variants were facelifted, and the range was
rationalized under the single "Kia Spectra" name. The Spectra liftback was also assembled in
Malaysia between and The second generation Sephia sedan and liftback were badged "Mentor"
in Australia [10] when released in May From June , [11] following the change of distributor in
Australia to Ateco, [10] Kia discontinued the sedan variant and rebadged the liftback "Shuma".
When the car was facelifted once more in May , [10] Kia rebranded it once more to "Spectra".
Although the Sephia's successor, the Kia Cerato , was released in , this replacement vehicle
was still named Sephia for Latin America until , [ citation needed ] when it was discontinued in
favor of the name Spectra, as used in North America. Some models of the first generation Kia
Rio, were sold in certain countries of South America, such like Colombia, as "Sephia Taxi"
already prepared with the legal requirements to work as Taxi cabs, including the yellow body
paint. The Sephia Taxi came with the smaller displacement engine for that body 1. Some models
of the Kia Forte , were also prepared to be sold as taxi cabs for certain countries of Latin
America. The Grand Sephia has the smaller displacement engine available for that body 1. From
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Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Compact car C. Transverse
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Subcompact CUV. Compact CUV. Mid-size CUV. Debuted in February , the first generation
Sorento was a traditional truck-based body-on-frame SUV. All American Sorentos also came

with dual front airbags and dual side-curtain airbags in the front and rear. An optional
four-wheel drive system with low range received praise for adding to the vehicle's off-road
ability. It had two transmission options, a 5-speed manual or 4- and 5-speed automatic pre
models have a 4-speed automatic, whilst Sorentos came with a 5-speed tip-tronic style
automatic. First generation Sorentos are equipped with a Hyundai -manufactured 3. Common
features of the first generation Sorento were 4-wheel disc brakes standard on all models ,
optional anti-lock braking system ABS , and a Features such as satellite radio on later models ,
leather-trimmed seating surfaces, heated front seats, a ten-speaker premium audio system,
cassette and CD players, an in-dash CD changer, power front bucket seats, seventeen-inch 17"
aluminum-alloy wheels, a power sunroof, two-tone exterior paint, and a security system were
available regardless of trim level choice. The Sorento received upgrades, such as the transition
from the 3. The 5-speed manual transmission was no longer available; the 5-speed Sportmatic
tip-tronic automatic transmission was made standard for all vehicles. The Kia Sorento earned a
five-star crash safety rating, the highest rating possible, for all seating positions in frontal and
side impact crash tests conducted by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
NHTSA. The Kia Sorento received another grille facelift, and went on sale in August in Canada.
The facelifted model did not begin American sales until April The second-generation Sorento
introduced Kia's new design language, and introduced new features and technology that would
later become available on other Kia models. The four-cylinder model returned to the lineup for
North American models after being absent between and The engine was transverse, and the
suspension all-independent. The change in body construction as well as the loss of a low-ratio
transfer case made the Sorento pounds less than the old one model for model, to gain in
performance and economy. The SX is only available with the 3. The Base and LX both come
standard with the 2. The SX Limited model became available in The Sorento received a
mid-cycle refresh for the model year, unveiled in at the Los Angeles International Auto Show ,
and went on sale in first quarter of For , the six-speed manual transmission option, previously
only available on the Base and LX models, was discontinued, leaving the six-speed automatic
transmission as the only transmission option for the Sorento. Engine is world class". After
taking it all in, the curious child begins to offer an alternative theory passed on by a friend but
his quick-thinking father calls upon UVO's voice-activated jukebox feature to hurriedly change
the subject and survive another day in the adventures of parenthood. The vehicle later made its
European debut at the Paris Motor Show. The third generation Sorento shares a platform with
the third-generation Kia Carnival , and is available in either 5-seater or 7-seater, depending on
configuration. It is 95mm longer than the previous generation, but lower for better handling. If
the vehicle is equipped with the GDi technology, a "FE" badge on the lower front doors will be
present. The third generation Sorento comes equipped with a six-speed manual transmission or
six-speed automatic transmission. Drivetrains are front-wheel drive or all-wheel drive. The Kia
Sorento received updates for or depending on market location, these included a new front grille,
bumper covers and exterior lighting with similar design cues derived from the Kia Forte and the
Kia Cadenza for the model year. Other changes include new exterior colors, new wheels, third
row seating now standard on all trim levels with all engine types, driver attention warning
system added to all trim levels, and a 2. The Kia Sorento features a 3. The trim levels are
available with all-wheel drive, except for the base L trim, which is only available with front-wheel
drive. The custom Sorento made its debut at the Australian Open , with a series of videos
featuring Rafael Nadal teaming up with the X-Men to save the tennis event from the Sentinels.
The fourth generation Sorento was officially unveiled through a series of images on February
17, There are two engine options: a hybrid a 1. A plug-in hybrid variation and additional gasoline
engine options is also being planned, along with a multi-collision brake system and a remote
smartphone surround view monitor. LX and S models is powered by a naturally-aspirated 2. All
North American Sorento will use an 8-speed automatic transmission, though models equipped
with the 2. Sorento hybrid models will be available after the initial launch in late The V6 engine
is no longer offered. All models include front-wheel-drive, except for the SX Prestige X-Line
model, which includes standard all-wheel-drive and the hybrid models. All North
American-market Sorento will feature three rows of seating, with higher trim levels featuring
second-row captain's chairs in place of the standard second-row rear split bench seat. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Front-engine, rear-wheel-drive Front-engine,
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being home to numerous top brands and Korea fast becoming another contender. Along with
Hyundai the popular Korean brand Kia has been providing automobiles since the middle of the
last century, but has become ever more popular as the recognition has increased of the Far
East as a place where cars are made well without having to cost the Earth. For anyone looking
to find a car that will give them performance at a price they can afford, Kia is a contender. The
truth of the matter is that any car will develop little niggles every once in a while, and over time
it is inevitable that this will develop from a small problem to a big one if no work is done to
correct it. It is essential for drivers to have a service manual which allows them to identify and
cure any problems as soon as they appear. A good repair guide for a vehicle can save you
literally thousands in the long run, so it is worth having. Kia service manuals are readily
downloadable from this site for no cost. Browse by Catagory.

